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Introduction 
 

The Convey Website has been developed to allow you to manage your daily WalkAround checks more 

quickly and efficiently.  

 

Once you have logged into the Website, you will be able to: 

✓ Add and manage Drivers 

✓ Add and manage Vehicles 

✓ View and manage daily WalkAround checks  

✓ Add and manage useful Company Contact details for all users to access  

✓ Manage and rectify outstanding Vehicle defects 

✓ View a WalkAround as a report 

✓ Manage email alerts  
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Login to Convey 
 

In order to login and use the Convey Website you need to have an account. This will be set up by your 

Convey WalkAround provider. You should receive your username and password via email. If you have not 

received these details, contact your manager or your Convey WalkAround provider. 

 

To Login: 

1. In the email you have received, that contained your username and password, there is a link to the 

Convey Website. When you click on that link you will be taken to the ‘Login’ screen as shown below: 

 
 

2. Enter your ‘Username’ and ‘Password’ and click the ‘Login’ button. 
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Home  
 

Once you have successfully logged in you will be taken to the ‘Home’ page as shown below. Each tile is a 

shortcut to a different menu option.  

 

Manage Drivers   

 This is where you can add a new driver, view and edit existing drivers. 

Manage Vehicles  

 This is where you can add a new vehicle, view and edit existing vehicles. 

Manage Walkarounds   

 This is where you can view all Walkarounds that have been completed, and quickly identify any 

defects that were raised. 

Manage Contacts 

 This allows you to add and manage useful Company Contacts for all users to access on the App. 

 

At any point if you wish to get back to the ‘Home’ page, click on the Convey logo or your Company name in 

the top left hand corner of the screen. 
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Menu Bar 
 

On the top right hand side of the screen you will notice 3 options in the main menu bar.  

 

 

Management 
 

- By hovering over ‘Management’ you should see the screen below: 

 

 

Change Password 
 

 Clicking this from the ‘Management’ drop down list will take you to the below screen which allows 

you to change your password.  
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Configuration 
 

- Clicking this from the ‘Management’ drop down menu will take you to the screen below which 

allows you to change settings for the App for all users and also set up alerts. All available alerts and 

who the alerts are assigned to are managed by your Convey provider.  

 

➢ Maximum Sync Interval 

 

- This is where you set the maximum number of days that the App can work offline before having to 

be synced with the servers. If the App isn’t synced within the number of days set, the App will stop 

working. The default number of days for this setting is 7.  
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➢ Allow Unknown Vehicles in App 

 

- If ‘Allow Unknown Vehicles’ is enabled, the driver will be allowed to add vehicles from within the 

App. 

 

➢ Photo Options 

 

- If ‘Random Photos’ is enabled, the App will randomly request a photo for one of the questions that 

the driver has confirmed passed the check.   

- If ‘Driver Selfie’ is enabled, the App will request a photo of the driver before they start their 

WalkAround.  

 

➢ Walkaround Alerts Configuration 

 

- This is where you can set the parameters for if no Walkarounds have been performed. You can set 

the days of the week and also the time of day for the system to alert users. For example, if you set it 

Monday-Friday and 05:15pm and no Walkarounds have been done those days, and by that specified 

time, you will receive an email.  
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- This is where you can set the minimum and maximum time in minutes that a driver should take to 

do a Walkaround. If a driver takes too long or not long enough then you will receive an email.  

- Once you have configured your settings you will need to click the ‘Save’ button at the bottom of the 

screen. 

Contacts 
 

- Clicking this from the ‘Management’ drop down menu will take you to where you can add and 

manage useful Company Contacts for drivers to access on the App.  

 

Add New Contact: 

- Click the ‘Add New’ button in the top right hand corner, you will then see the screen below: 
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- Select the depot(s) that you want the contact to be available to, fill out the relevant fields then click 

the ‘Save’ button. If no depot is selected, the contact is available to the whole Company. Clicking the 

‘Cancel’ button will not save any details you have entered.  

- Once you have saved the new contact, the contact will then appear in the list.  

Filter and sort Contacts: 

- You can then choose to filter what contacts you see by using the depot filter, by default this will 

always be set to ‘All Depots’ 

 

- You can also choose to sort the list by each column by clicking on the column header. The first time 

you click a column header it will sort the list in ascending order. If you click the same column header 

again it will then sort the list in descending order. 

 

 

Edit Contact: 

- If you want to edit a contact that already exists you can do so by clicking directly on the contact 

name, when you are viewing the list of contacts. This will then take you to the ‘Edit Contact’ screen 

where you can edit any of the fields: 
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- Once you have finished editing, click the ‘Save’ button. Clicking the ‘Cancel’ button will take you 

back to the list of contacts and any changes you have made will not be saved.  

- When viewing the list of Contacts, if you click anywhere else on the row the ‘Contact Info’ box will 

appear on the right hand side, as shown below: 

  

 

- The ‘Contact Info’ box allows you to view the contact details. Clicking the ‘Edit’ button will take you 

to the ‘Edit Contact’ screen as shown previously.  

 

 
- If you have a Website and Email address stored for the contact you can also click either of these 

buttons to take you directly to the Website or send an Email.  

- Clicking the ‘Back to filters’ button will take you to back to see the main Contacts screen.  
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Drivers 
 

- Clicking on ‘Drivers’ from the ‘Management’ drop down menu will take you to the screen below, this 

screen shows you a list of drivers available to you. The list will show you the first 10, you can change 

this to show 10/20/30 per page at the bottom of the list.  

 

 

Add New Driver: 

- If you need to add a driver, click the ‘Add New’ button, you will then be taken to the ‘Create Driver’ 

screen as shown below: 

 

- Select the depot(s) that you want the driver to be available to, fill out the relevant fields then click 

the ‘Save’ button. 

- The new driver will be added to the database and will then appear in the list. 
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Filter and sort Drivers: 

- You can choose to filter what you see by using the filters on the right hand side, by default these will 

always be set to ‘All Depots’, ‘Any Status and ‘Any Employment Status’. You can also type part of the 

drivers name which will also filter the list.  

 

- You can also choose to sort the list by each column by clicking on the column header. The first time 

you click a column header it will sort the list in ascending order. If you click the same column header 

again it will then sort the list in descending order. 

 

Edit Driver: 

- If you want to edit a driver that already exists you can do so by clicking directly on the drivers name. 

This will then take you to the ‘Edit Driver’ screen where you can edit any of the fields apart from the 

App Username: 

 
 

- Once you have finished editing, click the ‘Save’ button to save any changes you have made. Clicking 

the ‘Cancel’ button will take you back to the list of drivers and any changes that you have made will 

not be saved.  
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- From the above screen you can also reset the drivers PIN for the WalkAround App, just click the 

‘Reset Driver PIN’ button and a new randomly generated PIN will be displayed. 

- When viewing the list of drivers, if you click anywhere else on the row the ‘Driver Info’ box will 

appear on the right hand side, as shown below: 

 

- The ‘Driver Info’ box allows you to view the drivers details. Clicking the ‘Edit’ button will take you to 

the ‘Edit Driver’ screen as shown previously.  

 
- Clicking the ‘Walkarounds’ button will take you to a list of Walkarounds completed by that driver.  

- Clicking the ‘Back to filters’ button will take you to back to see the main Drivers screen.  
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Vehicles 
 

- Clicking on ‘Vehicles’ from the ‘Management’ drop down menu will take you to the screen below, 

this screen shows you a list of vehicles available to you. By default the list will display the first 10 in 

the list, you can change this to show 10/20/30 per page at the bottom of the list.   

 

Add New Vehicle: 

- If you need to add a new Vehicle, click the ‘Add New’ button, you will then be taken to the ‘Create 

Vehicle’ screen as shown below: 

 

- Select the depot(s) that you want the vehicle to be available to, fill out the relevant fields then click 

the ‘Save’ button. 

- The new vehicle will be added to the database and will then appear in the list. 

- Devices that have the App will need to do a sync on the App for this vehicle to appear.  
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Filter and sort Vehicles: 

- You can choose to filter what you see by using the filters on the right hand side, by default these will 

always be set to what is shown below. You can also type part of the vehicle registration which will 

also filter the list.  

- You can use the filter to help easily identify which vehicles have done Walkarounds recently or if 

vehicles have reported defects.   

 

- You can also choose to sort the list by each column by clicking on the column header. The first time 

you click a column header it will sort the list in ascending order. If you click the same column header 

again it will then sort the list in descending order. 

 

Edit Vehicle: 

- If you want to edit a vehicle that already exists you can do so by clicking directly on the registration 

number. This will then take you to the ‘Edit Vehicle’ screen where you can edit any of the fields: 

 
- Once you have finished editing, click the ‘Save’ button to save any changes you have made. Clicking 

the ‘Cancel’ button will take you back to the list of vehicles and any changes that you have made will 

not be saved.  
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- When viewing the list of vehicles, if you click anywhere else on the row the ‘Vehicle Info’ box will 

appear on the right hand side, as shown below: 

 

- The ‘Vehicle Info’ box allows you to view the vehicle details, it also shows you when the last 

Walkaround was done. Clicking the ‘Edit’ button will take you to the ‘Edit Vehicle’ screen as shown 

previously.  

 
 

- Clicking the ‘Walkarounds’ button will take you to a list of Walkarounds completed for that vehicle.  

- Clicking the ‘Back to filters’ button will take you to back to see the main vehicles screen.  
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Walkarounds 
 

- By hovering over ‘Walkarounds’ you should see the screen below: 

 

 

Walkarounds 
 

- Clicking on ‘Walkarounds’ will take you to the screen below, this screen shows you a list of 

Walkarounds completed by your drivers. By default the list will display the first 10 in the list, you can 

change this to show 10/20/30 per page at the bottom of the list.   

 

- The list quickly helps you identify if a defect has been reported, if this icon is showing at the end of 

the row  

- If you click directly on the drivers name this will take you to the ‘Edit Driver’ screen. 

- Clicking directly on the vehicle registration will take you to the ‘Edit Vehicle’ screen. 
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Filter and sort Walkarounds: 

- You can choose to filter what you see by using the filters on the right hand side, by default these will 

always be set to what is shown below. You can also type part of the vehicle registration or drivers 

name which will also filter the list.  

 

- You can also choose to sort the list by each column by clicking on the column header. The first time 

you click a column header it will sort the list in ascending order. If you click the same column header 

again it will then sort the list in descending order. 

 

Walkaround Info: 

- To view a brief summary of a vehicle’s Walkaround, click on any other part of the row. This will  

display the ‘Walkaround Info’ box on the right hand side:  

 

 
- This will show you a brief summary of the Walkaround performed. It will also tell you the details of 

any defects, if any were raised.  
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View a Walkaround: 

- To view a Walkaround click on the ‘View Walkaround’ button 

- This will then take you to the ‘Walkaround Detail’ screen, example shown below: 

 
 

- This screen shows you the Walkaround in more detail. You can quickly identify which questions 

passed as they have the icon next to them.  

- Questions that were marked as a defect will be highlighted in red with  icon next to them, for 

example: 

 
- Hovering over a question marked as a defect will bring up a box that tells you why the driver 

believed there was a defect, and also any notes/photos that the driver has included: 

 
- The ‘Walkaround Detail’ screen also shows you the drivers location when performing their 

Walkaround. Hovering over each question will show you the time stamp and location of where they 

were when answering that particular question.  

- If you have your ‘Driver Selfie’ option enabled, you will see the drivers selfie appear here as well.   
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- If you have the ‘Random Photos’ option enabled, you will see a camera icon next to one of the 

questions: Hovering over this will show you the photo that was taken. Clicking on the image will 

enlarge it for you. 

 

View Walkaround as a PDF report: 

- If you wish to view the Walkaround as a report, click on the ‘View PDF button, on the top right hand 

corner of the screen: 

 
 

- This will then take you to a report of the Walkaround which you can save/print etc.  

- To go back to the list of Walkarounds, click the ‘Back’ button on the top left hand corner of the 

screen: 

 
 

- You can also click the ‘PDF’ button when viewing the Walkaround summary 
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Vehicle Defects 
 

- Clicking on ‘Vehicle Defects’ from the ‘Walkarounds’ dropdown menu will take you to the screen 

below, this screen shows you a list of vehicle defects raised by drivers. By default the list will display 

the first 10 in the list, you can change this to show 10/20/30 per page at the bottom of the list.   

 

- This list also shows you when a defect was first reported and also shows you if the defect has been 

rectified and by who.  

- Clicking directly on the registration number will take you to the ‘Edit Vehicle’ screen. 

Filter and sort Vehicle Defects: 

- You can choose to filter what you see by using the filters on the right hand side, by default these will 

always be set to what is shown below. You can also type part of the vehicle registration which will 

also filter the list.  

 

- You can also choose to sort the list by each column by clicking on the column header. The first time 

you click a column header it will sort the list in ascending order. If you click the same column header 

again it will then sort the list in descending order. 
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Defect Info: 

- To view a brief summary of a vehicle’s defects, click on any part of the row (other than the 

registration number). This will bring up the ‘Defect Info’ box on the right hand side: 

 
- This will show you a brief summary of the defect(s) raised. If the defect has been rectified it will tell you 

when, who by and the action taken. 

 

Rectify a Defect: 

- To rectify a defect, click the ‘Rectify’ button when viewing the ‘Defect Info’ box: 

 

- You will then see the pop up box below: 
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- Choose the relevant action from the drop down box. You also have the choice to enter some notes.  

- Once you have chosen the action and are happy click the ‘Rectify’ button. Clicking the ‘Cancel’ 

button will not save any changes you have made.  

- You will then be taken to the ‘Vehicle Defects’ screen where you will see the defect now shows as 

rectified, with the date and time of when it was rectified.  

Log Out 
 

- To log out of the website, click the ‘Log Out’ button in the top right hand corner.  

 

Troubleshooting  
 

Log in  

➢ Unable to Log In 

 Check your username and password that would have been sent to you via Email.  

 If you have forgot your password, click on the ‘I forgot my password’ button: 

 

 Enter your username and Email and a new password will be sent to you. 

 If you are unsure of your username, contact your manager or Convey provider who will be able 

to locate this on the system for you. 

Drivers 

➢ Driver isn’t listed 

 If you add a new driver and it isn’t showing in the list it may be that you haven’t assigned it to 

the depot(s) that you can see. Your Convey provider/manager will be able to assign this to your 

depot(s). 

➢ Drivers details are incorrect 
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 You can edit the drivers details as shown on page 13. 

Vehicles 

➢ Vehicle isn’t listed 

 If you add a new vehicle and it isn’t showing in the list it may be that you haven’t assigned it to 

the depot(s) that you can see. Your Convey provider/manager will be able to assign this to your 

depot(s). 

 If a driver has added a new vehicle within the app, they may need to sync the device so that the 

vehicle shows on the Website. 

➢ Vehicle details are incorrect 

 You can edit the vehicle details as shown on page 16. 

 

Walkarounds 

➢ Recent Walkarounds aren’t listed 

 If a driver has recently performed a Walkaround but it isn’t showing, they may need to do a sync 

on their device.  

Defects 

➢ There are no defects showing against the vehicles, but I know there has been one recorded 

 If a driver has recently recorded a defect but it isn’t showing, they may need to do a sync on 

their device.  

 The driver may have rectified the defect already on their device.  

 


